Barry Mendel
has created
and built a
prestigious
and successful
business since
establishing
BMF in March
1981.

Building trusted wealth advice for 40 years
On the 1st of March 1981,
Barry Mendel founded a
Financial Services business
starting in a small, windowless
office in Sydney’s MLC Centre,
a location widely recognised
as being at the epicentre of
Sydney’s financial district.
His choice of location was
certainly ambitious and has
proven prescient, as now 40
years later from this same
iconic building, the BMF
business, like his office,
has grown exponentially to
become one of Sydney and
Australia’s most respected and
successful Financial Services
firms
with
International
recognition and accreditation.

“My greatest
satisfaction is
seeing our clients
build a secure
financial future
by implementing
global and diverse
investment
strategies”

Barry Mendel

Over the four decades, Barry
and the BMF Wealth team
have achieved their success
through a unique mix of
financial acumen, sheer hard
work, grit, determination and

the ability to think outside the
square with a true belief and
confidence in their advice and
aligned recommendations.
Today, as one of Australia’s
premier
Global
Wealth
Management firms, Barry is
still hands-on as Executive
Chairman, with Jill Nes as
CEO.
Supported by Directors Justin
Gaywood and Brad Mendel,
they form an exceptional
team with their global wealth
management experience and
expertise.
Integrity, professionalism and
the highest levels of service

are the foundations on which
BMF Wealth is built, covering
not only Investment advice
but Family Office and Estate
Planning services to High
Net Wealth Families, the next
Generations, Executives and
Entrepreneurs.
In-depth global research with
the capability to continually
discover great opportunities
is what differentiates BMF
Wealth as well as the fact that
they invest in every investment
that is recommended to their
Clients.
BMF Wealth manages and
administers substantial global
Funds Under Management.

Creating, Growing and Protecting Client Wealth
As trusted financial advisors to High Net Wealth families and individuals for 40 years, BMF Wealth can
help you create solutions for your Wealth Creation, Estate Planning and Future Financial Security.
BMF Wealth Directors invest alongside their High Net Wealth Clients providing Global investment
advice through access to ‘best-of-breed’ investments across Australia and internationally.
Our Directors constantly have their ‘feet on the ground’, travelling the globe, building strong and
trusted Local and International relationships and seeking new investment opportunities.
For further information contact Directors - Barry Mendel, Jill Nes, Brad Mendel or Justin Gaywood on
+61 2 9221 5111 or bmf@bmfwealth.com www.bmfwealth.com
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